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Challenge Activity 2: Powerful predictions
Reward: Instruction for Blind Heel

Read Part 2 of the extract with the pupils to find out if their predictions were
correct. Ask pupils to predict the title of the extract.

After the pupils have finished share their predictions and discuss whether
they are reasonable or not.

In pairs ask pupils to create a comic strip to present their predictions about
what will happen next in the story. Use Resource 8a as a drawing/writing
frame. Encourage them to use speech bubbles to demonstrate how the
characters are feeling and what they would say.

Read Part 1 of Extract 8a aloud and stop at the cliff-hanger.

Activity 2: Powerful predictions

Whether El Gato will see
Keeper again.

Where they think El Gato may
be going.

- Ask them to predict:

Reveal the correct headlines to the pupils for pupils to check their predictions.

Challenge Activity 1: Prediction match
Reward: Facts and stats about Blind Heel

- Share their prediction about
what will happen in the next
chapter.

Pupils to complete Activity 8a. Pupils need to use their knowledge of
football and clues in the text to predict the headline for a selection of extracts
from online articles.
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Trick: Carousel and Finger
Spin

Pupils to demonstrate the
skill they have learnt from the
previous session.

Top Tricks

Starter 2 (7 minutes)

Word: amateur

At the end of the extract
pupils need to:

Instructional film of Blind
Heel

Reward:

Resource 8a

- How do your
predictions compare
to the real ending of
the chapter?

- What would you
need to make
a reasonable
prediction?

- Describe what
a reasonable
prediction is.

Key Questions

• Balls

• Shared text

• Pens

• Stopwatch

• Resource 8a

• Extract 8a

Reminder: After this
activity pupils will need
to prepare a sentence
using the word from the
Vocab Builder ready to
share in the next session.

Remind pupils that they need to use their background knowledge to make a
reasonable prediction, recapping what a reasonable prediction means from
Lesson 7.

• Activity 8a

Word: opportunity

Stop after the first paragraph
– ask pupils to predict where
the Keeper is.

Play Good Guess – pupils have to predict how many of a chosen skill (e.g.
keep-ups, press-ups) the teacher/a chosen member of the class can do in
one minute. Complete the task to check their predictions.

Vocab builder

Pupils to share their sentence
using the word from the
previous session

• Laptop/tablet
– 1 per pupil

Challenge Activity 3:
Perfect predictions

Read aloud Chapter 12 from
shared text.

Resources

Activity 1: Prediction match

Additional Activity

Starter 1 (3 minutes)

Freestyle trick: Blind heel

Plenary
(10 minutes)

determined
opportunity

Main Activity
(40 minutes)

Vocab builder:

Objective: To be able to make reasonable predictions of a text

Lesson 8: Predicting 2

Lesson plan

Starter Activity
(10 minutes)
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Activity 8a Prediction match

Headline: .....

Headline: .....

www.skillsacademy.org.uk

Ex-Manchester City player
Carlos Tevez has recently
been signed by Chinese team
Shanghai Shenhua for a
whopping £71.6 million!

China has seen a huge rise in
the popularity of football in the
country in recent years.

Article 2
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The format of the tournament
will now also change and instead
of going into groups of four
the 48 teams will be placed in
groups of three with the top two
teams in each group qualifying
for the next round of knock-out
games.

From 2026 the number of teams
competing at the World Cup will
rise from 32 to 48 after a vote
by FIFA, the body in charge of
world football.

Article 1

Headline: .....

Rooney broke Sir Bobby’s goal
scoring record for England
in 2015 and only needs one
more goal to do the same for
Manchester United.

In that time he won the League
title three times, the European
Cup and the World Cup with
England.

Sir Bobby Charlton played for
Manchester United 758 times
between 1956 and 1973.

He equalled the record when
he scored the ﬁrst goal in the
FA Cup third round tie against
Reading.

Article 3

Headline: .....

Resource 8a

Murtaza was invited to
walk onto the pitch with his
hero, took part in the team
photograph and placed the ball
on the centre spot before kickoﬀ. He was so pleased to meet
his hero that he didn’t want to
leave his side.

Messi heard about it and
arranged through UNICEF for a
signed shirt to be sent to him.

Murtaza Ahmady, who is now
six, made the headlines back in
February when he was pictured
wearing a Lionel Messi shirt
which he’d made himself out of
a bin bag.

Article 4

Read the extracts from the articles below (BBC website Jan 2017).
You now need to predict the most likely headline!
Write the letter of the headline that you think matches it at the top of the article. For example, if you think Article 1 should have the
headline ‘Wayne Rooney equals Manchester United goal record’, you would write the letter A in the space above the article. (Article 1
Headline: A)
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China has seen a huge rise in
the popularity of football in the
country in recent years.

He equalled the record when
he scored the ﬁrst goal in the
FA Cup third round tie against
Reading.

Murtaza Ahmady, who is now
six, made the headlines back in
February when he was pictured
wearing a Lionel Messi shirt
which he’d made himself out of
a bin bag.

Headline: .....

In that time he won the League
title three times, the European
Cup and the World Cup with
England.

Sir Bobby Charlton played for
Manchester United 758 times
between 1956 and 1973.

Messi heard about it and
arranged through UNICEF for a
signed shirt to be sent to him.
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Rooney broke Sir Bobby’s goal
scoring record for England
in 2015 and only needs one
more goal to do the same for
Manchester United.

Resource 8a

Murtaza was invited to
walk onto the pitch with his
hero, took part in the team
photograph and placed the ball
on the centre spot before kickoﬀ. He was so pleased to meet
his hero that he didn’t want to
leave his side.

CHINA ON THE HUNT FOR TOP FOOTBALL
PLAYERS

The format of the tournament
will now also change and instead
of goingDinto groups of four
Headline
the 48 teams will be placed in
groups of three with the top two
teams in each group qualifying
for the next round of knock-out
games.

Ex-Manchester City player
Carlos Tevez has recently
been signed by Chinese team
Shanghai Shenhua for a
whopping £71.6 million!

A YOUNG AFGHAN FAN GOT TO MEET HIS HERO
LIONEL MESSI

competing at the World Cup will
rise from 32 to 48 after a vote
by FIFA, the body in charge of
world football.

Headline
C
From 2026 the number of teams

FIFA VOTE TO MAKE THE MEN’S FOOTBALL
WORLD
CUP
BIGGER
FROM
2026
Article 1
Headline: .....
Article 2
Headline: .....
Article 3
Headline: .....
Article 4

Headline B

Read the extracts from the articles below (BBC website Jan 2017).
You now need to predict the most likely headline!
Write the letter of the headline that you think matches it at the top of the article. For example, if you think Article 1 should have the
headline ‘Wayne Rooney equals Manchester United goal record’, you would write the letter A in the space above the article. (Article 1
Headline: A)

WAYNE ROONEY EQUALS MANCHESTER
Activity 8a Prediction match
UNITED GOAL RECORD
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Extract 8a
Part 1
I was in a space that was about ninety metres long and maybe half as wide, and I had
walked out of the forest at a point about halfway down its length. I looked at first to my
left, and saw how the clearing ended in a dense shadowy wall of trees. Then I looked to my
right. And froze.
Standing there, with its back to the trees, was a goal. A football goal. Two uprights and
a crossbar. With a net. A net fixed up like the old-fashioned ones, pulled back and tied to
two poles behind the goal. My brain stood still in my head. I could hear the thumping of my
blood. I must have looked like a fool, my eyes mad and staring, my mouth hanging open.
Eventually I found the nerve to take a few steps towards this goal, the quite impossible
goal. The woodwork was a silvery grey, the grain of the wood was open and rough.
Weathered, like the timber of old boats left for years on a beach. It shone slightly. The net
had the same colour, like cobweb, and thin green plant tendrils grew up the two poles that
supported it.
It seemed to take an age, my whole life, to walk into that goalmouth. When I got there
I put out my hands and held the net. It was sound and strong, despite its great age. I was
completely baffled, and stood there, my fingers in the mesh of the net and my back to the
clearing, trying, and failing to make sense of all this.
And then my fingers began to tremble, and then my legs, because I was suddenly certain
that I was not alone. I do not know how I forced myself to turn around.

STOP HERE.
Ask pupils to predict the next part of the story using Resource 8a before continuing to read
onto Part 2.
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Extract 8a

Part 2
And here I found the words difficult, Paul. I could say that he stepped out of the trees, but
that is not quite right. He moved into the clearing, that is true, but he did not seem to be
solid until he stopped moving. You know how sometimes you get bad TV reception, and
there is a kind of shadow that follows the picture, so that things seems to happen twice? It
was a bit like that: I watched him move and saw him standing still at the same time.
He was a goalkeeper, but I had never seen a kit like the one he was wearing. He wore a
high-necked knitted sweater. Green, like the forest. And long shorts made of heavy-looking
cotton. I was immediately interested in his boots, which were high, clumsy-looking, made
of brown leather and laced in a complicated way – the laces went over and under his foot,
and were tired at the back of his ankles. He wore an old-fashioned cloth cap with a big peak
which cast a deep shadow over the upper part of his face so that I couldn’t see his eyes.
Perhaps because of this, his face had no expression whatsoever. Under his left arm he had a
football – not the kind we played with in the plaza, but a brown one, made of leather with a
pattern like bricks.
There we stood facing each other. All I could hear was my heart pumping. What I
wanted, most of all, was not to be there. It was like having a nightmare and knowing that
you are having a nightmare, and that all you have to do is wake up, but you can’t wake up.
I was trembling like a leaf in the rain. I must have moved, made some sign of running back
the way I had come, because he spoke then. The Keeper spoke, and that really scared me.
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THEN

Draw your prediction as a comic strip.

NEXT

Use the clues in the text to create a reasonable prediction about what will happen next.
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a) Having made a firm decision
and wishing not to change it
b) Quickly and unexpected

3. Define the word determined:

a) Next…
b) Now …
c) Suddenly…
d) After….

2. Identify the adverb used to link
the two events:

a) Baretti scores a goal
b) Baretti is injured and is taken
off the pitch
c) Greaser Lightning is given a
red card

1. Predict what is going to happen
next:

Circle the answer that fits the best.
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Lesson 8 Challenge 2
1. When the teams are yelling
And you can’t think what to do
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle.
When the crowd goes crazy
And the one they hate is you
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle.
2. Keep your spirits high
Look your troubles in the eye
And when times are hard
Show your woes the yellow card.
3. When the teams are snarling
Like a pack of carnivores
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle.
When the crowd is baying
And the blood they want is yours
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle.

4. Smile away that frown
Never let it get you down
Raise your glass and raise a laugh
Give those griefs an early bath.
5. When you’re homeward bound and find
Some blighter’s pinched your coat
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle.
When upon your windscreen
There’s a traffic warden’s note
Blow a little whistle
Blow a little whistle .
6. There’s more to life than this
Give your wife a kiss
Grab the baby, feed the cat
Phone your mum for a chat
You’re part of all their plans
Yes! Even referees have fans
And…

Circle the answer that fits the best.
1. Predict the last line of the poem:
a) Sing a song
b) Have a bath and go to bed
c) Blow a little whistle
d) Show your woes a yellow card
2. What two verbs are used to describe how the teams are behaving in the poem?
a) yelling and snarling
d) laughing and crying

b) baying and yelling

c) frowning and snarling

3. Select the sentence which uses the word determined correctly:
a) Ruby was determined to learn the football trick before next week.
b) The football trick was determined.
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Lesson 8 Challenge 3
Extract from Offside by Tom Palmer
After the game Kofi sat on the side of the pitch to drink water with Ekow and John. They
were all thirsty and hot. It had not started raining, but it still looked like it might.
Kofi got out a needle and some thread as they talked. His Nike boot was falling apart
again. He had a Nike boot on his left foot, an Adidas on his right. He would normally sew it
at home in the evening but today it needed urgent attention. He focused on his job, while
listening to his friends.
‘Look,’ Ekow said, ‘Enoch is talking to a man.’
Kofi looked up. A tall black man in a wide-brimmed hat was shaking Ngugi’s hand, smiling
broadly.
‘Do you think he is an agent or a scout?’ Kofi asked, looking at John.
John shrugged. ‘I do not know.’
All three boys went quiet. If Ngugi was talking to an agent, what would the agent be
saying? Would he be offering Ngugi a place at a football club in Europe? Was his life about
to change forever?
Kofi hoped so. He liked Enoch Ngugi. And he liked to see boys from this academy make it.
It gave him hope that the same would happen to him on day.
‘Excuse me?’
The voice came from behind them. It was not a Ghanian voice.
The three boys turned to see a man. The white man who had trapped the ball when
Kofi had scored his wonder goal. He was tall and athletic-looking for an older man. He
looked about the same age as Arsène Wenger, the Arsenal manger. He had a wide smile of
gleaming white teeth.
The man held out his hand to Kofi. After hesitating, Kofi held out his hand too. They
shook.
‘I’m sorry for interrupting you,’ the man said. His accent was English or maybe South
African.
‘I’m Jonathan Shearer. A football agent.’
Kofi, Ekow and John froze, starting at the man. They said nothing.
‘I represent an English football team, City FC.’
Still no words came from Kofi. His heart was beating fast. He glanced at his friends, who
were both staring at his hand. It was only then that Kofi realized his hand was still in the
grip of Jonathan Shearer.
‘I would like to take you to England. To play for City FC. Now, are you sixteen?’ Shearer
said, looking down at Kofi.
And Kofi nodded. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘Yes I am.’
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1. Do you predict that Kofi will travel to England?
a) Yes

b) No

Lesson
8 Challenge
2. Why did Kofi’s boot need
urgent attention?

3

a) He had one Adidas and one Nike boot b) The boot was falling apart

Extract
from
Offside
bymeans
Tomthe
Palmer
3. Select the correct
spelling
of the
word which
same as moment:
a)the
oportunnity
b) on
opportunity
c) pitch
oppertunity
d) opporrttinity
After
game Kofi sat
the side of the
to drink water
with Ekow and John. They
were all thirsty and hot. It had not started raining, but it still looked like it might.
Kofi got out a needle and some thread as they talked. His Nike boot was falling apart
again. He had a Nike boot on his left foot, an Adidas on his right. He would normally sew it
at home in the evening but today it needed urgent attention. He focused on his job, while
listening to his friends.
‘Look,’ Ekow said, ‘Enoch is talking to a man.’
Kofi looked up. A tall black man in a wide-brimmed hat was shaking Ngugi’s hand, smiling
broadly.
‘Do you think he is an agent or a scout?’ Kofi asked, looking at John.
John shrugged. ‘I do not know.’
All three boys went quiet. If Ngugi was talking to an agent, what would the agent be
saying? Would he be offering Ngugi a place at a football club in Europe? Was his life about
to change forever?
Kofi hoped so. He liked Enoch Ngugi. And he liked to see boys from this academy make it.
It gave him hope that the same would happen to him on day.
‘Excuse me?’
The voice came from behind them. It was not a Ghanian voice.
The three boys turned to see a man. The white man who had trapped the ball when
Kofi had scored his wonder goal. He was tall and athletic-looking for an older man. He
looked about the same age as Arsène Wenger, the Arsenal manger. He had a wide smile of
gleaming white teeth.
The man held out his hand to Kofi. After hesitating, Kofi held out his hand too. They
To access the full Skills Academy intervention
shook.
‘I’m sorry for interrupting
you,’visit
the www.skillsacademy.org.uk.
man said. His accent was English or maybe South
please
African.
ToAfind
out more
‘I’m Jonathan Shearer.
football
agent.’call us on 020 7587 3067
Kofi, Ekow and John froze, starting at the man. They said nothing.
‘I represent an English football team, City FC.’
Still no words came from Kofi. His heart was beating fast. He glanced at his friends, who
were both staring at his hand. It was only then that Kofi realized his hand was still in the
grip of Jonathan Shearer.
‘I would like to take you to England. To play for City FC. Now, are you sixteen?’ Shearer
said, looking down at Kofi.
And Kofi nodded. ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘Yes I am.’
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